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Halliday+Baillie d line Formani

High-Performance Door Locks AGS Frameless Door Systems Simonswerk

a full range of flush pulls, pocket door locks, and other 
unique hardware in a dozen architectural finishes.

shown :  HB 640 Sliding Door Entry Lockset

New Zealand

making premium modern door hardware and bathroom 
accessories in 316 stainless steel for over 50 years.

shown : dline door pulls

award-winning trim design and craftsmanship from a 
brand devoted to collaborating with great designers.

shown : PB230 Lift Slide handles, Piet Boon One Collection

from European standard and magnetic to US entry mortise 
locks. we offer the world’s best door security solutions.

shown : CES European Mortise Lock

the most stable and versatile frameless door systems 
and skirting board profiles. 

shown : AGS TUT 45 outswing profile

the world’s leading manufacturer of high-performance 
concealed and adjustable hinges, including Tectus. 

shown : Tectus TE 540 3D in an AGS TUS inswing frame
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FritsJurgens Planet

CES GruppeFUHR

innovative manufacturer of heavy-duty pivot hinges 
and closers engineered to be mortised into any door.

 shown : System M+ pivot closer in aluminum entry door

a comprehensive range of automatic door seals
for doors of any function, size, and material.

shown : Planet KT automatic drop seals

recognized globally as offering the widest range of 
technically superior multi-point locking systems.

shown : Fuhr 856 Type 1 Multi-point

the master of master-key systems and a world leader
in the manufacture of high-security cylinders.

shown : new Look & Feel line of profile cylinder finishes 
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SOLUTIONS FOR
HIGH-PERFORMANCE

BUILDINGS

It’s not enough to have great product on the 
shelf. Our channel partners and suppliers 
remain relevant to the best designers and 
builders in North America because we 
distribute knowledge along with the goods.

We source our products from partners 
around the globe who manufacture these 
state-of-the-art solutions to address long-
standing challenges faced by architects and 
builders everywhere. Bridgeport Worldwide 
brings to the table more than just our end-
to-end hardware solutions. We also bring 
our expertise, and by leveraging our close 
relationships with our manufacturers, we 
make sure that the appropriate solution 
can be specified, integrated, and delivered 
successfully. 

We’re not here to sell everything to everyone.

We offer a limited, focused selection of 
best-in-class hardware solutions because 
we know what’s at stake for the best 
designers and builders delivering high-
performance buildings. Working in that 
unforgiving world, not one of them has the 
time to deal with anything but the highest 
quality and service from their products and 
their suppliers.

Bridgeport Worldwide is here to ensure that  
everyone’s investment—from manufacturer 
to supplier to fabricator to installer to 
owner— endures and grows.

Keeping makers making.



KEEPING MAKERS MAKING

BRIDGEPORT WORLDWIDE

BridgeportWorldwide.com — +1-800-362-1484


